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OrffSeeS

She helped turn the  

Subway into a Safari.  

She plotted the oySter’S  

comeback to new york city. 

lately, She haS trolled  

the louiSiana bywayS,  

where the petroleum 

induStry reignS,  

and found the  

inverSe groteSque of  

american conSumption.  
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The first time it’s mentioned, Orff is piloting a rented white 
Mustang along a stretch of Interstate 10 between New Orleans 
and Baton Rouge, Louisiana. It is early on a January morning, 
and a light fog drifts around the car, but it can’t cover the ugly, 
overdeveloped landscape we move through. Chain hotels even-
tually give way to a huge water park that juts into the horizon, 
a Hooters, and a sign for something called, apparently without 
irony, “Ye Olde Downtown Outlet Shops.” 

It seems like the least likely place on earth to talk about the 
natural world, but Orff specializes in the meeting—good, bad, 
and ugly—of humanity and the land on which we live. Ad-
dressing scenes like this one lies at the heart of her concerns, 
both professional and personal. “There’s this whole issue of 
somehow getting over the fact that the landscape is just out 
there, separate from us,” she says, waving a hand at the sprawl 
all around. “There are very few parts of the terrestrial planet 
now that have been untouched by human hands. We’ve made 
this new nature, whether it’s a by-product of other processes 
or a direct relationship of someone making an environment, 
but we still have these ideas about nature being somehow 
outside us.” There’s a pause as she considers a row of small 
brown birds—starlings, perhaps, or sparrows—perched along 
a telephone wire strung in front of a Home Depot. “I’m sort of 
a bird freak, as you’ll find out,” she says, as she looks for her 
exit. “Willie and I bond over birds.” 

Fontenot, to whom the book is dedicated, now moonlights 
as an environmental activist. He was Misrach’s and Orff’s 
tour guide through the research process, and he’s jumping 
into the role again today. After we pick him up at his 1920s 
California-style cottage in a dreamy little live oak-filled subdivi-
sion of Baton Rouge, we head out for a mini version of what 
Orff refers to as “the Petrochemical America tour.” Over the 
course of the next nine hours, we’ll crisscross back and forth 
over the Mississippi River half a dozen times, drive through 
the stench of chemical production by-products and the smoke 
from burning sugarcane fields being put to bed for the season, 
visit a Catholic cemetery that dates to 1877 located literally on 
the grounds of a Dow Chemical plant, and cruise down roads 
with now-absurd names like “Scenic Highway”—a long byway 
that, according to Fontenot, who is a native, used to be lined 
with crape myrtles and is now lined by Exxon plants rife with 
ghastly looking catalytic converters and huge white tanks that 
hold gasoline and naphthalene. “There’s toxic waste under 
this road, about 80 feet below the surface,” Fontenot notes at 
one point in his soft drawl. It’s hard to imagine that anything 
anywhere near us isn’t toxic, so enormous and monolithic are 
the machines of industry that loom in every direction. 

Orff, however, is undaunted by the magnitude of the problem. 
“Kate’s up for anything. That’s what I think is always great,” 
says Dan Wood, a principal of Work Architecture Company in 
New York City who, with his wife and partner, Amale Andraos, 
has designed projects with Orff a number of times. “You’ll 
say, ‘Kate, we’re working on this thing. There’s no budget; the 
client’s terrible. Do you want to do it?’” Wood says. “And she’ll 
say, ‘I think we can make it work!’ And I think that’s how she 
approaches everything.” She is also, according to Wood and 
others, collaborative to a degree that many in the profession 
are not. Which, somehow—of course—leads back to birds. 
“Landscape architects and architects overlap in terms of terri-
tory, like ‘Who’s going to do the entrance steps?’ where it gets 
kind of tense,” Wood explains. “What’s great about Kate is 
you can overlap about birds. They hit our windows and they 
live on your trees, and you overlap in the imagination or the 
imaginatory possibilities.” 

 i ndeed, Orff, as the famous Emily Dickinson poem 
goes, seems to dwell almost entirely in possibility, 
while still keeping her feet firmly on the ground for 

which she’s designing. Take those birds. Back around the time 
she started SCAPE, in 2004, the company won a competition to 
design an environmental center in Calumet, Illinois, with Stu-
dio Gang of Chicago. The site was a brownfield, an abandoned 
dumping ground for Ford that was somewhat contaminated. 
“This elderly woman in the town began to lead nature tours 
there,” Orff recalls, “and they discovered all these endangered 
bird species that were there because of the neglect of the prop-
erty.” What started out as a building project quickly turned into 
something else. As Orff recalls, the obvious challenge was, 
“How can we design an environmental center that doesn’t kill 
the birds people come to see? So Jeanne Gang and I started to 
research these methods for how to make a bird-safe building, 
and I designed the project as this successional landscape that 
was kind of a bird habitat.” 

When Calumet was put on hold, Orff, who likes nothing bet-
ter than to make things happen, found another way to put her 
newfound knowledge to use. As a volunteer for the New York 
City Audubon Society she was going out into the city streets 
“at five in the morning to pick up [birds that had collided with 
windows] so scientists could keep track of bird strike.” Each 
time she did it, she says, she thought, “This is very frustrat-
ing; we’re just picking up these dead birds.” She went to the 
program director, and they ended up writing a proposal and 
getting a grant from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to write 
a booklet called Bird-Safe Building Guidelines (2007). Produced 
in collaboration with Orff’s Urban Landscape Lab at Columbia, 
and published by the Audubon Society, it is a perfect example 
of the talent Orff has for rallying an eclectic array of resources 
and people around ideas that matter to her to turn them from 
mere concepts into practical plans that can be deployed to 
change our relationship to the world around us.

K Kate Orff iS a Self-proclaimed  

bird freak. She iS alSo, at the  

age of 40, the founder of Scape,  

a Small landScape architecture  

firm in manhattan, an aSSiStant  

profeSSor of urban deSign  

and architecture at columbia  

univerSity, a wife and the  

mother of two young children,  

and a rabid conSumer of  

hot Sauce. but it’S the bird thing  

that keepS coming up.

Willie is Willie Fontenot, whom we are on our way to pick up. 
He’s a 26-year veteran of the Louisiana district attorney’s office, 
and he spent his career organizing local residents against the 
petrochemical industry, which has more than 100 huge, belch-
ing plants in the corridor we’re driving along. Still nestled among 
them are the remains of numerous communities, including 
many of the country’s oldest African American settlements that 
grew out of freedmen’s towns after abolition, which companies 
like Lion Copolymer, Exxon, and Dow Chemical bought out, 
razed, or otherwise shattered when they moved in. Known in 
the industry as “Chemical Corridor” and by others as “Cancer 
Alley,” because of the high rates of illness and the toxins that 
swirl everywhere, the area is the focus of Orff’s exhaustive, 
gorgeous, and haunting new book, Petrochemical America (Ap-
erture), which is due out in September. 

The book is dense with minute examinations of population 
displacement, ecology, oil, infrastructure, waste, the industrial 
food chain, and our collective national addiction to petrochemi-
cal products. It collects an astonishing amount of information 
and intersperses it with maps, drawings, graphs, and lush 
color plates by Orff’s collaborator, the photographer Richard 
Misrach. Altogether it stands as one of the most comprehen-
sive and intelligent indictments yet of American industry 
and its effect on the American people; it is certainly the most 
beautiful. It is about landscape in the most layered sense of 
the word, from the way it looks to what lies beneath it, to the 
people, flora, and fauna who have occupied and transformed 
it over 200 million years. 

“ kate’S up for anything,” SayS 
dan wood. “you’ll Say, ‘kate, 
we’re working on thiS thing. 
there’S no budget; the client’S 
terrible’...and She’ll Say,  
‘i think we can make it work!’”
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Ultimately, whether it takes the form of bird strike, petro-
chemicals, or something else, Orff is engaged daily in a project 
so large and complex that it makes most people throw up 
their hands in despair. The goal, she says, is “putting people 
back into the frame, back into this position of stewardship or 
ownership,” and she’s energized by the idea of not only un-
derstanding the options herself but trying to explain them to 
others and to foment action. She believes that’s what landscape 
architecture can and should be. “I feel like the notion of giving 
tools to others or enabling people to make change in their own 
lives is very powerful,” she says. “However that change process 
could come about is what I like to be doing.” 

 f iguring things out as she goes along is something 
Orff has dealt in since she was an undergraduate at 
the University of Virginia (UVA), long before she 

knew she was going to be a landscape architect. Though she 
considered going to art school, she ended up going to UVA 
on a lacrosse scholarship. At UVA, she toyed with the idea of 
being an architect, but her lacrosse practices met at the same 
time as the architecture studios, so instead she majored in 

aBOve 
the offices of  
orff’s firm, Scape,  
in manhattan.

right 
the Safari 7 project 
turned a subway line 
into a “mobile outdoor 
classroom”—one with 
its own farecard.

making a “commitment to research as a prelude to design.” 
(Each student took on a particular aspect of the research. Orff’s 
was “Landscape,” and her essay ended up in a book called The 
Great Leap Forward, glamorously published by TASCHEN in 
floppy red covers that bear more than a passing resemblance to 
Mao’s “Little Red Book,” accompanied by pieces that consider 
the chronology, ideology, architecture, money, policy, and 
infrastructure of the region.) 

It is this aspect of her time with Koolhaas, for whom she later 
worked between several years at Hargreaves Associates in 
San Francisco and forming SCAPE, that has been the cor-
nerstone of Orff’s approach ever since. “I feel like what I got 
out of working with him is this way of seeing the world and 
a way of operating,” she says. “It’s analytical and conceptual, 
thinking about landscape not as a profession but more as 
The Landscape—as a topic or ideology,” she says now. “It was 
very exciting for me in the sense that I came from UVA with 
almost an artist’s approach, and then, working with Rem, it’s 
like the whole world blew up. It changed the purview of what I 
was doing from being a landscape architect to being someone 
who was thinking about urbanism and landscape in this kind 
of broader way.” 

That starting point, combined with her other natural interests, 
has led Orff to projects that might seem to fall far beyond the 
realm of what’s traditionally thought of as landscape architec-
ture. Though SCAPE has done its share of classic work like 
design for the Battery Park City Community Center in lower 
Manhattan and Cornell University, among others, as well as 
city park, playground, and residential projects, Orff’s heart lies 
more in creations like the wild and wonderful Safari 7 project 
of 2009, which reimagined Manhattan’s number 7 train as a 

“mobile outdoor classroom” using podcasts, maps, and litera-
ture about the animal habitat and plant life along the 7 line 
running from midtown to Flushing, Queens. Included were 
routes for a “Weed Walk,” which emphasized the unexpected 
continuity of so-called city and country—“In New York City, 
anything can happen, even a Japanese maple growing between 
the fence and sidewalk”—and a “Self-Guided Wildlife Tour,” 
which pointed out chickens, pigeons (score for the bird freak!), 
squirrels, and less-obvious connections, including the “Reef 
Condos” at the 90th Street–Elmhurst Avenue stop where 
decommissioned subway cars have been sunk into the water 
to create artificial reefs for marine life. Under the heading “Va-
cant and Full” at the 33rd Street–Queens Boulevard stop, Orff, 
ever aware that the medium can ease the message, added the 
note that, “The microclimates of vacant lots are just as complex 
as the financial systems that leave them vacant.” 

The project, done in collaboration with Orff’s Urban Land-
scape Lab at Columbia and the graphic design studio MTWTF 
(a special edition Metrocard was one of the most whimsical 
parts of the package), was a huge success. It won a national 
ASLA award and had exhibits in Grand Central Station (a 
boarding point for the 7 train) and at the Festival of Ideas for 
the New City in New York: The stream of visitors for the three 
months it was running was ongoing. “It’s very peripheral to 
the idea of what landscape architecture is,” Orff says, “but I 
think it’s actually central in a big way to redefining what land-
scape architects can do because it has to do with changing 
the way people see the world. I like that project a lot because 
it’s right in the wheelhouse of community-driven accessible 
projects that broadcast new ideas and new ways of thinking 
about landscape.”

political and social thought and wrote a thesis on ecofeminism. 
Along the way she took fine arts classes, mostly in sculpture 
and drawing, and also had jobs at a few nurseries, where 
she became an expert in plant life. (As Dan Wood put it, “In 
many ways, in New York she’s the most landscapey of the 
landscape architects, certainly of a younger, more experimen-
tal generation. She’s really involved in plants and nature and 
horticulture.”) “It all kind of coalesced,” she says now of her 
realization that she wanted to be a landscape architect. She 
applied and was accepted to the Harvard Graduate School of 
Design, then deferred for a year so she could go to Chile and 
work on a feminist magazine. “My mother likes to joke that 
if my sister hadn’t gotten married, I never would have come 
back,” she told me, grinning at the thought of her younger self 
over a huge plate of crawfish étouffée slathered in hot sauce 
one night during our trip to Louisiana. 

But she did come back, and it was in 1996, during her second 
year at the GSD, that Orff found her true calling. Rem Kool-
haas, then a professor of practice and urban design, selected 
her as one of eight students to participate in Harvard’s Project 
on the City, an initiative to study the “new” city—composed 
not of a tight, coherent urban center but of sprawl made up 
of varying neighborhoods and uses—as exemplified by the 
exploding Pearl River Delta region in southern China. Among 
other things, the project was, according to Koolhaas, about 
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Perhaps Orff’s best-known project of this kind is Oyster-
tecture, a concept she first put together for the Rising Currents: 
Projects for New York’s Waterfront exhibition about sea-level 
rise, at the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 2010. 
The project has since spawned a TEDTalk and an actual pilot 
program in Brooklyn’s Gowanus Bay. With little more than 
wood pilings and some fuzzy rope (in the TEDTalk video 
of her presentation, Orff gets a big laugh when she tells the 
audience, which is clearly expecting an elevated concept they 
can’t understand, “What, you ask, is fuzzy rope? Well, it’s just 
that!”), she proposed to reintroduce New York’s native oyster 
and mussel culture, stamped out by pollution long ago, as an 
efficient, inexpensive way to clean and rehabilitate the waters 
around the city while also restoring some of the region’s natu-
ral ecosystem. 

Kenneth Frampton, the Ware Professor of Architecture at 
Columbia, who first suggested to Orff that she might teach 
at Columbia when she went to see him in 2001 after reading 
his essay “Toward an Urban Landscape,” refers to the project 
as “the oyster business. I thought it was quite brilliant, a little 
on the eccentric side but brilliant. And brilliantly argued. She’s 
very impressive in that way.” He sees it, along with projects like 
Calumet, as a perfect representation of her mode of working. 
“I think she has a capacity to think outside the professional 
box, and it’s a very strong side of her. There’s something fresh 
about the way she enters into the problem and the way she 
talks about the problem. She has this clarity and she’s very in-
formed, but she’s not unduly abstract.” Referring to her ability 
to transform ideas into practical realities, he says, “There is a 
tendency in the field, meaning landscape, to become abstract. 
It’s all conceived on a large scale like from flying in a plane over 
the landscape and there’s no specific detailing in evidence. It’s 
slightly reductive. And she’s not at all like that, and that’s the 
rich side of the oyster project, I think.”

 Orff herself is very aware that she’s working in a way 
that people may have a hard time grasping. It’s part 
of the reason she knew within moments of meeting 

Misrach—they were sent out to lunch by a mutual friend—
that they were going to work together. He had already taken a 
series of Cancer Alley photographs, and she immediately saw 
in them a way to communicate with a larger audience. “The 
thing with landscape is it’s so hard to see things,” Orff says. “So 
trying to write a book that’s accessible in the sense that it’s very 
visually compelling, and then it tells you a certain message, is 
part of the strategy.” 

Arresting may be a better word than compelling for Petrochem-
ical America. Misrach’s photos have an air of desolation about 
them that antagonizes their aesthetic beauty, while Orff’s text, 
both accompanying the photos and in essays, is clear and 
precise about what has been done to this part of America on 
both the human and ecological levels. Together, the vision 
they present is horrifying and yet impossible to turn away 
from. In one photo, a rusting industrial pipeline runs through 
a swamp covered in sickly green muck and dotted with the 
dying remains of trees. (Since the 1930s, “oil companies have 
routed an estimated 26,000 miles of pipeline throughout the 
oil-laden southern parishes and across the southern coastal 
wetlands,” the book explains, which has resulted in the loss of 
an area of wetlands the size of Delaware.) In another, a single 
shopping cart sits askew in the empty, fogged-in parking lot 
of a Tanger Factory Outlet Center on I-10, an emblem of 
our own culpability in the demand for petrochemicals. One 
section documents the many plantations, nestled among the 
chemical plants, that still function as lucrative tourist opera-
tions. It includes a shot of a tour guide at Oak Alley Plantation, 
dressed in antebellum skirts and standing on the exquisitely 
restored brick veranda of the main house. Her very unironic 
presence calls to mind the region’s history and the many 
towns and settlements that have been poisoned and destroyed 
rather than preserved. The plastic cordless phone she holds 
shows yet again that products made from petrochemicals have 
permeated every aspect of our lives. 

Frampton also thinks her way of considering the world around 
her is the future of landscape architecture. “Given the whole 
ecological question of climate change and all the rest, I think 
landscape architecture is not just the question of vegetation but 
the topographical structure of the ground and something that, 
at different scales, makes an intervention that counts in rela-
tion to the current existing conditions, more than hypotheti-
cal ideas about rather ambitious projects that are conceived 
in—pardon the vulgar term—bricks and mortar. And it’s for 
this reason that I think what she has to contribute in general 
by virtue of being a landscape architect, but also because of her 
own particular intelligence, is so marked.” It’s an assessment 
Jeanne Gang, who most recently collaborated with Orff for an-
other MoMA show, Foreclosed: Rehousing the American Dream, 
which is about the subprime mortgage crisis in the United 
States, agrees with. “This is really the way we have to think 
now,” she says of Orff’s approach. “The way Kate’s practicing 
is about responding to things on multiple levels, and she can 
be a leader in that approach. It’s something that’s so necessary, 
and I think her work is just exactly what’s needed now. I think 
people are starting to realize this, but it’s early.” 

The juxtaposition of such things on the page is deeply unset-
tling; in person, it is almost unbearable. The final stop on 
my tour with Orff and Fontenot in January was that Catholic 
cemetery, Holy Rosary, on the grounds of the Dow Chemical 
Corporation’s St. Charles Operations plant. A dramatic shot 
of it appears early in Petrochemical America, a life-sized white 
marble effigy of Christ on the cross adorning a grave in the 
foreground, a bird perched on its top, surrounded by smaller 
tombs and stones below. In the background the mammoth 
structures of Dow loom, spewing out steam and smoke, strung 
with cables and metal lattice and every other conceivable me-
chanical profanity to contrast with the incongruously sacred 
still in its midst. The sky above—whether from pollution or 
rain clouds is unclear—is an ominous dark gray. The cross 
appears just slightly higher than the tallest Dow smoke stack, 
a perspective clearly chosen to send a message about what 
structures really belong here. 

On the ground, no such sleight of hand is available. As we 
stand there watching the sun set behind the stacks and storage 
tanks of Dow, there is nothing but the cemetery, hopelessly 
tiny in comparison to the plant, surrounded by ugliness that 
makes it, if not impossible, at least very challenging to find 
the space to contemplate and pay tribute to the dead who have 
been buried here for more than a century. A ceaseless grinding 
hum coming from the plant ensures that there will never be 
silence in which to offer a prayer as it should be done. The very 
idea of trying to find peace here seems absurd, though bright 
flowers placed on the graves and the neatness of grassy areas 
are testimony to people who are determined to do it anyway. 

The cemetery is the only remaining part of what used to be 
the town of Taft, which began as a sugarcane plantation and 
eventually boasted a post office and a store as well as the Holy 
Rosary Catholic Church, built in 1877. It was also the location 
of the famous Locke Breaux Live Oak, planted in 1657, which 
had a 36-foot girth by the 1950s. In 1966, Union Carbide—
which eventually became Dow Chemical—bought the land 
the church was on and moved the church to nearby Hahnville, 
obliterating Taft in the process. The legalities of moving cem-
eteries are complicated, though, and so Holy Rosary stayed 
right where it was, engulfed by industry. (As for the Locke 
Breaux Live Oak, it was killed off by chemical pollution in 1968 
and had to be dug out by hand after resisting multiple rounds 
of dynamite). The cemetery is at least readily accessible, un-
like another we drove past that was literally fenced in on the 
grounds of another Dow plant, but that seems a small matter 
compared to the dispersal and destruction of community and 
history that’s taken place at this site. “It’s the last thing that 
can’t be moved,” Orff says, staring out over the small sea of 
white crosses. “It’s a relic.” 

BeLOw anD right 
oyster-tecture from the 
rising currents show  
at moma proposed a 
living cleaning crew  
for gowanus bay  
in new york.
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BeLOw 
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image creDits 
from petrochemical america, 
photographs by richard 
misrach, ecological atlas  
by kate orff (aperture 2012) 
© Scape

aBOve 
the transformation of taft

image creDit 
from petrochemical america, 
photographs by richard 
misrach, ecological atlas  
by kate orff (aperture 2012) 
© Scape 

the town of taft, louisiana, in 
1950 was arranged as shown at 
left, with its treasured live oak 
nearby. at right, only its cemetery 
survives today amid a dow 
chemical plant. the tree died in 
1968 from chemical pollution.
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Left 
tour guide, oak alley plantation, 
vacherie, louisiana, 1998 

right 
Swamp and pipeline,  
geismar, louisiana, 1998 

BOttOm 
Sugar cane and refinery, 
mississippi river corridor, 
louisiana, 1998

image creDits 
photographs by richard 
misrach, from petrochemical 
america (aperture 2012), 
© richard misrach
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Left 
helicopter returning from 
deepwater horizon Spill,  
venice, louisiana, 2010

aBOve 
hazardous waste containment  
Site, dow chemical corporation, 
mississippi river, plaquemine, 
louisiana, 1998

image creDits 
photographs by richard 
misrach, from petrochemical 
america (aperture 2012), 
© richard misrach
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aBOve 
Shopping cart, tanger  
factory outlet center, i-10, 
gonzales, louisiana, 2010

right 
holy rosary cemetery and  
dow chemical corporation 
(union carbide complex),  
taft, louisiana, 1998

image creDits 
photographs by richard 
misrach, from petrochemical 
america (aperture 2012), 
© richard misrach
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But even in the face of something like this, Orff has hope 
for the future. It’s why she included a glossary at the end of 
Petrochemical America that offers “Terms and Solutions for 
a Post-Petrochemical Culture.” This postscript is Orff’s way 
of trying not only to cap on a positive note what is otherwise 
essentially a document of American greed, but also to give 
people ideas about how they might participate in the process 
of change themselves. 

She carries this passion into the classroom. There’s no doubt 
that the next generation of landscape architects will still be 
trying to unravel the problem of nature versus humans long 
after we’re gone, and Orff is passing along her understanding 
of the problems as well as the possible answers with her usual 
enthusiastic, practical approach. “It makes it exciting and it 
makes you have to speak in a different way about landscape,” 
she says about teaching at Columbia, where she’s up for tenure 
next year and is the only landscape architect in the Graduate 

 the next time we met, she had just returned from Brazil. 
When I asked her how the visit was, she said, growing 
at once animated and serious: “From an urban design 

perspective, it was like death.” We were sitting at her kitchen 
table in Forest Hills, Queens, where she lives with her husband, 
an engineer, their four-year-old daughter, and their one-year-old 
son in an attached, English-style Tudor brick house that’s part 
of a 1920s Olmsted Brothers enclave called Arbor Close. It’s a 
prime example of the kind of urban planning that’s missing 
almost everywhere these days; the houses are compact and open 
out in the back to a big shared garden space (for which Orff is 
on the tree-planting committee); the atmosphere is idyllic and 
yet located just around the corner from mass transit. 

It’s clearly a lovely place to raise children and escape the din 
of the city, but living there is also a clear sign of Orff’s com-
mitment to her beliefs. (“I am glad that you will see my newly 
adopted habitat,” she wrote in an e-mail giving me directions 
for getting there. “It was the inspiration for the ‘living closer’ 
glossary word [in Petrochemical America].”) Long on her mind, 
the question of where the whole human–land use relationship 
is headed is even more pressing now that she has children. 
“Will there be animals? That’s what I think about,” she says, 
taking a long swallow of coffee. “I was pregnant the whole time 
I was writing Petrochemical America, so I was sitting there with 
this baby thinking, ‘Maybe it wouldn’t be so bad if we all lived 
closer together! And we should use less plastic!’ It’s not like 
no one can use oil and gas anymore; it’s about how as plan-
ners and architects and landscape architects we could all work 
together and start to reorganize this hyperdispersed territory.”

Then, switching back to the topic of her design studio, for 
which she’d be traveling to Accra, Ghana, in a few days to visit 
more favelas, she said, “These studios give me a completely 
different perspective about what’s going on in the world and 
how things can happen. When you go into the favelas, people 
have so much energy and so much will to change their lives. 
They get a little bit of money and they build their house up or 
build a room on the side for their daughter to live in. When you 
go to the center of Accra and you think about how you would 
participate in a positive way to improve people’s lives, you can’t 
imagine doing it in the way that it’s currently done, which is 
sketching a master plan and handing it to someone and saying 
okay! It’s a window into thinking about how that might change, 
the notion of moving into a new way of practicing, rather than 
being segregated in our offices. I think there’s something in-
teresting in thinking about the way the professionalism of the 
office could somehow break down.”
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School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation. “It’s not 
shop talk, where you’re talking to someone who knows what 
you’re saying when you say, ‘This park could be a little more 
like that.’ It’s like, ‘Why is there a park?’” One of the classes 
she enjoys most—though one gets the feeling Orff makes it 
her business to enjoy pretty much everything she does—is the 
urban design studio she’s been teaching with Richard Plunz 
every spring since she started at Columbia in 2002. Every 
year, they take 40 to 50 students to sites around the world to 
focus in on a specific aspect of urban design. In recent years, 
they’ve been looking at favelas all over the globe. When Orff 
and I were down in Louisiana, she was about to head off to 
São Paulo, Brazil, to look at the plan and construction of the 
new FIFA World Cup stadium being, as she put it, “plopped 
down into this neighborhood with favelas in it, and they’re 
being moved, and it’s this incredibly monofunctional plan. 
A massive stadium with a massive block of parking and a 
big expo center.” 

After a quick tour of the open space out back, during which 
Orff points out the sumac she planted behind her house 
because “when it leafs out, it’s almost like a beach umbrella” 
and the elderberry next to it, we retire back to the kitchen so 
she can finish cooking her son’s lunch to leave for the sitter. 
When she’s done, she’ll head around the corner to the subway 
and into Manhattan to check in at SCAPE before going to the 
Ghanaian consulate to see about her visa, then to a meeting at 
Aperture about publicity for Petrochemical America, to another 
meeting about a talk she’s giving the following week after she 
returns from Ghana, and then back to the office before com-
ing home to have dinner with her family. I wonder out loud 
if she thinks it’s really possible to change the way people live 
after so many decades of sprawl and overconsumption, and, 
as always, she makes no claim on a definitive answer, but she’s 
full of ideas and more than ready to do her part. 

“Landscape architecture could play a bigger role rather than 
just decorating the off-ramps of the highways and putting the 
green roof on the golf club,” she says, emphatically. “We could be 
involved somehow more substantively in the decision making. 
I don’t know what could make that happen other than a signifi-
cant effort to think about landscape architecture and planning 
and to not think about it in the negative sense, as in depriving 
people of cars, but to make homes and communities like this 
one that I’m in—a higher density of people living next to transit. 
That’s what I think we should be doing. I don’t exactly know 
how to get from here to there, but I think that’s a possibility.”

Then she’s quiet for a moment, pondering her next moves in 
the kitchen, for the day, around the globe, and the voices of 
the birds out back fill the room. 
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